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Morris Chinese I students excel in national karaoke contest for language students

Summary: Lee placed first in the solo category, and the class placed second in the group category.

(November 15, 2010)-University of Minnesota, Morris students in Beginning Modern Chinese have placed in the 2010 Cheng & Tsui SuperStar Karaoke Contest for Chinese Language Students and Teachers. The students, taught by Nan Gao, teaching specialist in the Division of the Humanities, created videos for their entries. They were top-10 finalists in both the solo and group categories of about 150 entries.

Dia Lee won first place in the solo category singing “All the Things You Never Knew.” The Chinese I class received second place in the group category singing “Tomorrow Will Be Better.”

Chinese I students

Through personal and academic discovery, the University of Minnesota, Morris provides opportunities for students to grow intellectually, engage in community, experience environmental stewardship and celebrate diversity. A renewable and sustainable educational experience, Morris prepares graduates for careers, for advanced degrees, for lifelong learning, for work world flexibility in the future, and for global citizenship. Learn more about Morris at morris.umn.edu or call 888-866-3382.